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MONICA H. GREEN 
hirty years &r the f is t  Women's Studies courses began to be 
taught in some U s  and European universities, it may be hard 

a' to recall how difficult those early years were for scholars trying 
to incorporate women (and later, gender) into their courses. Now we 
can rely-on such series as f i e  ~ibrary  of Medieval Women (Boydell 
& Brewer) and The Other Voice in Early Modem Eufope (University 
of Chicago), and a whole host of sourcebooks and an+logies on 
medieval sexuality, women religious writers, etc., as we assemble our 
courses every year. If anything, one is now often faced when putting 
together a syllabus with a wonderful embarras de richesses. But in the 
early days, before computers or even photocopiers, it was only because ' 
of certain pioneering anthologists and trans/ators that works by or 
about women made their yvdy into +e corpus of materials available for 
teaching. And as we all can attest, what we are exposed to in those 
crucial undergraduate iearp is often formative of our whole view of 
what the Middle Ages is abbut. 

f i e  Portable Medieval Reader (PMR), first pyblished by bikiidg 
in 1949, has subsequently gone through at least six different editions 
and has never been out-of-print in close to sixty years. To an extent 
that we may find hard to appreciate today, ~ a r ~  McLaughlin and her 
collaborator, James Bruce Ross, were quite radical in incorporating 
women's stories and women's experiences into this "snapshot'' of 
medieval life. Although other basic tkaching compendia did not 
incorporate female writers until well into the 1970s and '80s (and in 
some cases even the 1990s), already in the first edition of the PMR 
we find Heloise, Anna Comnena, Margery Kempe, Christine de 
Pizan, and Elizabeth Stonor. 1'6ish to pay particular attention to 
McLaughlin and ROSS' incorporation of the story of the fourteenth- 
century Parisian healer Jacoba F'eli~ie.~ Although the Latin text of her 
trial had been published in the late nineteenth c e n t q  and her story 



was included among various accounts of women in medicine since the 
early part of the twentieth century, McLaughlin and Ross' translation 
of a sizable portion of the trial record was the first, and to this day 
remains one of only two Modern English translations of Jacoba's trial 
(neither of which is complete). This brief study of the P M R  and the 
work of McLaughlin and Ross will thus serve as a reminder of the 
importance of these basic pedagogical tools to our lar er en$eavor to 

medieval historiography. 

F do more than "add women and stir" as we transform he contours of 

All we know about Jacoba (or Jacqueline) Felicie can be found 
in Hemi Denifle's massive four-volume Cartulary ofthe University 
ofpark, an assemblage of a variety of documents relating to the 
University and its development in the later Middle Ages.l In 
November of 1322, Jacoba, along with five other medical practitioners 
(two men and three women), was excommunicated and fined sixty 
Parisian livres because they had been practicing medicine unoflicially. 
Although all were excommunicated on the same day, their +rials were 
conducted separately. Jacoba's trial record offers an exceptionally 
detailed account of her practices and the charges she faced. 
Importantly, there was never any suggestion that she had actually 
harmed anyone through the care that she gave them. Rather, she was 
accused, essentially, of acting just like a learned (male) physician: 
visiting the sick, examining their urine and pulse, touching and 
palpating their bodies; contracting with the patient fpr her payment 
if she cured them; and prescribing and administering various drugs. 
The testimony of eight witnesses (seven former patients plus the 
wife of one of them) is recorded; all affirm her medical procedures 
but deny that she ever demanded money fiom them in a+ance of 
a cure. On November 2, Jacoba (or the counsel representing her) 
offered a lengthy response to the charges, to which the ficulty of 
medicine (through their representative) offered rebuttal. That  she is 
consis.tent1 referred to in the records as domina Jacoba (and refers to 
herself as nobilis mulier domina Jacoba) suggests that she was indeed 
of higher social class, though aside from a male associate, Master Jean 
de Turre, with whom she practiced on at least one case, there is no 
indication in the trial record of her fimily or other associates. As the 
Spanish scholars Montserrat CabrC and Fernando Salm6n have argued 

in the most recent analysis of Jacoba's trial, Jacoba has established 
exceptional authority in the social spheres within which she functions 
even if she has none of the institutional power that the Medical 

4 

Faculty is now wielding qgainst her.4 
Now, McLaughlin ahd Ross did not discover Jacoba's story for 

feminist historiography. ~ l t h o u ~ h  it is clear that her story remained 
unknown to those few Renaissance and early modern scholars who 

I added medical women to their lists of "women worthies," already in 
1900, following the pdblication of the Cartulary ofthe University o f  
Paris by Denifle, the polish emigrC to Paris, Melina Lipinska, had 
retrieved Jacoba's story for women's history by including her in her 
Histoire desfcmmes midecim [History of Women Physicians], the first 
monographic study of female medical practitioners ever produced.' 
Perhaps independently from Lipinska, the great English historian, 
Eileen Power, included Jacoba in her brief 1922 study "Some Women 
Practitioners of Medicine in the Middle Ages" along with an 
interesting petition from an English woman practitioner Power had 
herself dis~overed.~ In 1936, Ernest Wickersheimer included a brief 
entry for her in his Dictionnaih Biographique des midecins en France 
au moyen dge [Biographical Di~tiodary of Physicians in France During 
the Middle Ages]. In 1938, an American obstetrician-gynecologist 
and feminist activist, Kate Campbell Hurd-Mead, incorporated 
Jacoba's trial into her planned two-volume History of Women in 
Medicine.? Finally, in 1943, the literary scholar Muriel Joy Hughes 
devoted a full four pages to recounting Jacoba's case in her still- 
valuable survey of historical and literary represeptatiohs of medieval 
female healers.' In short, prior to the first publication of the P M R  in 
1949, Jacoba's story had been summarized or at least acknowledged 
five different times. When Pearl Kibre published w h a ~  is still the 
most extensive English-language analysis of the case in 1953, the 
story was probably already familiar to most historians of medi~ine.~ 

Despite the availability of McLaughlin's translation, it was 
solely from the above-mentioned secondary accounts that Jacoba's 
story entered feminist historiography in the "second wave" period, 
making her well known now in popular accounts of women healers. 
When Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English published their 
feminist manifesto, Witches? Midwives, and Nurses in 1971, they drew 
(without acknowledgement) on Hughes' account for their summary 
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of Jacoba's trial; they never quoted f rop the actual trial records and, 
not being medievalists (or historians of any sort, for that patter), it is 
not surprising that they looked no further for detailed information.1° 
Similarly, Power's account was the principal source for Hilary 
Bourdillon's Women as Healers: A History of Women and Medicine, 
a 1988 pamphlet intended for juvenile readers, while Hughes' 
account was used for Elisabeth Brooke's popularizing Women Healers 
through History." Most recently, Jacoba merited a full three-page 
biography in Extraordinary Women of the Mediebal and Renaissance 
World, a reference work intended for high school and undergraduate 
audiences, which again drew on previous secondary works rather 
than engage with either the original Latin account of Jacoba's trial 
or the McLaughlin/Ross tran~lation.'~ The same trend holds for the 
most recent accounts, where we find that Jacoba's Internet presence 
has her appearing on websites such as "Profiles of Famous Women 
 scientist^,"'^ and being regularly incorporated into textbooks and 
lectures on women in the sciences and medicine and even bioethics.I4 
Indeed, six years before another famous economist made a notable 
gaffe in speaking of women in science, Ismail Serageldin, then Vice 
President of the World Bank, included reference to Jacoba in his 1999 
address to the Women in Science International League at the UN 
office in London.ls Most recently, Jacoba makes a cameo appearance 
as one of several persecuted female healers in Robin M o r p ' s  new 
novel, The Burning Time, about the witchcraft trial of the fourteenth- 
century Irish woman, Alice Kyteler.16 

Unsurprisingly, given that these accounts are all derivative, 
many get Jacoba's facts wrong: she is called a thirteenth-century 
midwife when, besides the chronological error., there is no specific 
evidence of her expertise in obstetrics ("Profiles"); it is claimed with 
delightful anachronism that she ran a f'women's clinic'' in Paris;" 
she is said to have enacted "[aJlmost a replay of the case of Agnodice 
[...I for impersonating a physician to practice medicine," though 
Jacoba did not (as far as we know) practice in drag as did the fictional 
Agnodice made h o u s  in Antiquity by Hyginus (Serageldin).'"n 
scholarly studies of medieval women, Jacoba has had a more accurate 
though somewhat less regular appearance. (See Table 1 below,) She 
appears in Eileen Power's posthumous 1975 study, Medieval Women, 
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and in a poorly distributed collection of essays from a conference 
in Pittsburgh the same year.19 Like~ise, she appears in the chapter 
on women healers in Shularnith Shahar's Fourth Estate: A History of 
Women in the Middle Ages (1983), Margaret Wade Labarge's A Small 
Sound ofthe Trumpet: Women in Medieval Life (1986), and in Emilie 
Amt's Women's Lives in Medieval Europe: A Source Book (1993).20 
Finally, her story appeared prominently in the latest general survey of 
medieval women's history, Jennifer Ward's 2002 Women in Medieval 
Europe, 1200-1500, who used data collected in my own 1989 study 
of women's medical practice and care to assemble a rich survey of the 
question.21 

Jacoba's story hasn't quite achieved "cabonical" status in 
medieval women's and gender history yet, though I think it lil<cly 
that it will. Aside from the malpractice trial of a ~ewlsh midwife in 
Marseille (which a colleague and I are currently editing), Jacoba's 
story is the M e s t  account we have of the actual hands-on practices 
of a historical female practiti~ner.~' Clearly, Jacoba's is not a 
story of a simple suppression offemale practitionets; unlicensed 
practitioners in general were being targeted at the time by the 
Faculty of Medicine in Paris and it is clear that Jacoba posed such 
a threat to the university masters precisely because she practiced a 
medicine strikingly similar to their own. Recent researches on the 
processes of professionalization or medicine in the later Middle Ages 
show that efforts to control the use of powerful drugs (particularly 
opiates) by unlearned (mewing 'not university-trained") practitioners 
was a strong motive behind learnqd physicians' efforts to supervise 
medical practice generall~.'~ Nevertheless, there is an important and , 
undeniable gender dimension to her trial: it is one of the clearest 
statements that I have ever encountered for why women are excluded 
from the practice of law and why, by analogy, they should likewise 
be excluded from the practice of' medicine. Indeed, Jacoba's case may 
well signal the moment that leaned male practitioners, who had 
been dismissing the practices, ~f "old women" and general empirics 
in sweeping generalizations since the thirteenth centdry (thopgh 
without passing laws that specifically forbade women to practice), first 
realized the power of ma)dng a categorical prohibition against women 
on the basis of the analogy witb law. 



No complete translation of Jacoba's trial has ever been published 
and there are still key issues of her case that remain to be resolved.24 
One that I think literary scholars would love to jump on is to what 
extent the rhetoric ofwomen's exclusion kom law drew on current 
controversies or had any "play" in debates about women's lcgal 
capacities in later  year^.'^ The  most pressing question to my mind 
is where Jacoba (or her lawyer) drew the striking rhetoric that she 
deploys at one point to claim that "it is better and more becoming 
that a woman clever and expert in the art should visit a sick woman, 
and should see and look into the secrets of nature and her private 
parts, than a man, to whom it is not permitted to see and investigate 
the aforesaid, nor to feel the hands, breasts, belly, and feet, etc., of 
women."26 Although a discourse of "women's secrets" had begun in 
France several decades earlier, prior uses of the term had primarily 
conceived of such "secrets" as knowledge about the processes of 
generation. Jacoba's defense argument is one of only a handful of 
instances in the fourteenth century that uses the concept of "women's 
secrets" defensively-that is, as a barrier to keep men away from 
"women's business" rather than as a lure to male intellectuals that 
some unknown aspect of generation was about to be revealed to 
them.27 In fact, there is an inherent flaw in Jacoba's argument since 
her own practice, as evidenced by the witnesses (all bm one of whom 
are uniformly supportive of her competence), belies fier claim that she 
specializes in "secret" diseases. She is clearly treating both sexes (four 
of the eight witnesses are men) and none of the witnesses articulates 
any concern about shame nor are any of them being treated for 
gynecological or andrological diseases. Rather, all testifi that they 
have sought out her services for the simple reason that prior attempts 
at curing their fevers, paralyses, etc. had not worked and they had 
heard from others of Jacoba7s reputation for success. Far from being a 
fourteenth-century version of a womeh's health specialist, Jacoba was, 
I suspect, a general practitioner treating anyone who came to her. She 
or her counsel are simply tapping into a gendered rhetorical discourse 
already available to them, perhaps (and I'm still trying to document 
this) coming out of arguments for the suitability of women doctors 
for women patients that emerged from the Angevin Kingdom of 
Naples in the early fourteenth century.28 

The potential foi analysis that Jacoba's story holds is thus 
great. Perhaps one of the reasons that that potential has not yet been 
realized is simply that more medievalists haven't been exposed to 
the story. As indicated in Table 1, even those few scholarly surveys 
of medieval women that do cite Jacoba's story never reference the 
translation in the ~ & k ,  and only Ward mentions Amt's 1993 
partial translation. As far as I know, my 1989 essay in Signs is the 
only scholarly acknowledgment of the existence of McLa~~hl in ' s  
t ran~lat ion.~~ In fict, I have to admit that I was never asked to read 
the PMR during my own undergraduate training in the 1970s; it may 
well be that I only purchased the book after Mary herself (whom I 
had met through the good grays of my friend and co-panelist, Joan 
Cadden) tipped me off early in my griduate training that Jacoba's 
story could be found there. 

This recounting of the story of the PMR and va ry  
McLaughlin's translation of Jacoba's trial may thus sound like a story 
of failure, or if not that, at least eve of minimal impact. But actually, 
I don't think that's the case. The importance of Jacobds story in the 
PMR is not that it has transformed scholarship. Rather, it has made 
Jacoba's story available to "regular folk": undergraduate sthdents and 
a tyader public interested in thd "daily life" that is depicted in so 
many of the excerpts that make up the PMR. Like Jacoba herself, the 
PMR itself has never been "c!anbnizedJ'--it has continued to exist in 
a bibliographical netherworld of its own, just under the radar of the 
marketing efforts of the major publishing companies that hawk their 
"new and irpproved" textbooks every year. 

Despite the marginalization of the PMR and despite the still 
relatively low profile oflacoba's trial record in the canon of medieval 
feminist hist~riogra~hfr, I thirik we can characterize the small acts of 
pioneering stholars and dedicated educators like James Bruce Ross 
and Mary Martin McLaughlin as examples of the fabled "butterfly 
effect" of chaos theory: tiny and seemingly ephemeral gestures that 
in fact have a profound effecr on the entire world of scho1;lrship. I 
have made the PMR translatioq of Jacoba's story required reading 
in every medieval history and medical history class I have taught in 
the past twenty years, and I will no doubt continue to use it for the 



rest of my teaching career. I plan to include a ned and complete 
translation of Jacoba's trial in a sourcebook of medieval women's 
medical history that I am preparing. As should be obvious by now, I 
would very much like to see Jacoba's story earn a place in tbe canon 
of medieval feminist historiography: a case of a woman who, though 
we have no writings from her own hand, neverthelesd left the imprint 
of her will and her personality on some of the most important men 
of her day. Was Jacoba an unsung feminist hero of the fourteenth 
century? Hardly. She was just as ready to condemn the practices of 
"illiterates and empty-headed ignoramuses" (ydiotas etfatuos ignaros) 
as the male physicians who were trying her.30 She simply didn't think 
that laws meant to keep unlearned practitioners off the stredts of Paris 
should apply to her. Mary Martin McLaughlin was always one to play 
straight with the medieval evidence for women, never embdlishing 
it or distorting it to argue a point about modern politics. I would 
suggest that the modern story about Mary Martin McLaughlin and 
James Bruce Ross' Portable Medieval Reader similarly does not need to 
be embellished for us to acknowledge how their quiet and seemingly 
small decisions to include the voices and experiences of women in 
their anthology of sources in 1949 continues to affect our thinking 
and our teaching nearly sixty years later. 
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28. In 1321, just a year before Jacoba's trial in Paris, Charleg of Calabria, acting for 
his absent hther Robert the Wise (who was off with the papal court in Avignoq 
from 1318-1324), authorized the granting of a license to practice to the illiterate 
Francisca, wife of Matteo de Romano of Salerno, in Naples. Although licenses had 
been given to women in the Kingdom of Naples since at ledt 1307, Francisca's is the 
first to employ the modesty argument as a justification for women's medical practice: 
"Although it should be alien to female propriety to be interested in the aEtirs of 
men lest they rush into things abusive of matronly shame afid incur the first sin of 
forbidden transgression, nevertheless because the office of medicine is expediently 
conceded to women by an unspoken rule of law, mindful that by honesty of morals 
women are more suited to treat sick women than men, we, havihg first received from 
this same Francisca the accustomed corporal oath of fidelity and [the promise] !hat 
she will bthfblly cure according to the traditions of this art, we impart to her a 
license to treat and to practice in this art throughout the Justiciarate by the authority 
of those presentn (Raffaele Calvanico, Fontiper la storia della medicina e della 
chirurgiaper il regno di Napoli nelperiodo angioino (c. 1273-1410), Naples: L'Arte 
Tipografica, 1962, item 1451). Robert held properties in Paris and I am currently 
researching connections between the Angevin court and Parisian intellectuals. 
29. I have searched through JSTOR and the Arts and Humanities Citation Index. 
30. Although McLaughlin twice translates ydiotas as "ignorant women" (PMR, 
pp. 638-39), the term is in fact a masculine noun. Hence, Jatoba ma)r not be as 
prejudiced against her fellow female practitioners as it seems. 

began to put togethei- my reqarks in honor of k a r y  Martin 
McLaughlin thinking I would write about how she re-discovered 
Heloise. However, jn the course of looking online for the elusive 

but crucial articles Maiy published on the subject, I found another 
fascinating vein of her work, the wodderful scholarly reviews she 
wrote over a period of some 30 years. So, since Sharan Newman is 
talking about Mary and Heloise, I have decided to concentrate instead 
on Mary as a reviewek. 

I want to start, though, with a review of one of Mary's books 
-The Portable Medieval Reader-edlted together with James Bruce 
Ross, and published by Viking in 1949. This important collection, 
first published in the year I wqs born, is still in print. It was reviewed 
by Grace Frank of Bryn M a w  College in Speculum in the year of its 
publication (remarkable as that may seem to us today). Frank's review 
takes the collection very seriously: 

This is, of course, a book intended for popular consumption, but 
the specialist will find plenty of enlightenment and entertainment in 
it. No doubt, after the manner of his kind, he will quarrel with the 
choice in his particular field while enjoying the view ovdr the fence 
into his neighbors' d ~ m ~ i n s . ~  

The  review then progresses, predictably, to quarrel with a few choices, 
but ends: 

These details are of minor importance, however. What matters is 
that both scholar and general reader will find nourishment here, 
choice morsels likely not only to appease a sup~rficial fancy but to 
whet normal appetites and make them seek satiety in more 
abundant rations.' 

McLaughlin9s own reviews shared Frankls intellectual generosity 
and rhetorical flourish. In 1971, she took on David Luscombe's The 
School of Peter Abelard: The Influence ofAbelard's Thought in the Early 
Scholastic Period, published by Cambridge two years earlier, in 1969, a 
time spread for scholarly reviews that I find more recognizable! This 
thoughtful and generous review praises Luscombe's contributions, 
especially to the study of the transmission of Abelard's works, but 
offers a trenchant critique nonetheless: 

What one misses here and in later chapters is Luscombe's own 
assessment of the major themes and purposes ofAbelard's 


